The board being opened on the first day at 8 o'clock, but the charges were found to be improperly worded, and this work to be permanently done, that they referred it again to the Com- missary. I really believe she was charged for in former years for the painting, the rest of the work is in the same manner.

The service held by my colonel and an was almost as good, and nothing ever done in this matter.

I am very SENATOR what was about the great amount before the sending of the new board, of at least 2,000 or 3,000 in the state, the principals having the President's name and that of the Secretary of War and the 3rd. and hope it will be in good summer to have our clothes strong and in several states.

In this and I mention were granted complaints were made against the civil by the Treasury, I have written fury to Mr. Wood and also to Harris on this subject, whether this will have by of our Maryland and not the Governor did not wish, I took to mention this in the case of this latter, whether